
I reside at Rose Cottage Farm, approximately 1 mile east of Sutton under 

Whitestonecliffe, Thirsk. 

 

Our house is situated on the A170 Thirsk to Scarborough road. 

 

 

We came to this property in June 2003 and quickly found that there was a problem 

with the hgv’s using the road. Our furniture van was delayed by 2 hours as the road 

was closed due to a broken down lorry. 

Once we were settled in, I noticed that the traffic doubled during the holiday season, 

this added to the heavy vehicles that normally use the road made life as a local 

resident very difficult. 

Not only did we have trouble with the hgv obstructions but also with caravans using 

the road in total oblivion or defiance of the restrictions in place. 

During times when the road is closed the waiting traffic use my driveway as a turning 

area, including hgv’s caravans and any other vehicle able to reach my property. 

We have had many complaints from guests staying our cottages that they are unable 

to get out of the drive due to standing traffic, and also that the noise from the road has 

disturbed them to such a degree that some have gone home early . 

 

To list but a few incidents, 

 

Front gate smashed by reversing van   £200 

2
nd

 gate post demolished £150 

Fence damaged £200 

Post box and fence smashed £250 

Damage caused to my caravan whilst parked on my drive with traffic turning £1000 

Cat run over by van turning on drive cost of vets fee’s £400 

My car struck by vehicle turning on my drive £1400 

 

This does not cover every incident it is a sample of what the road blockages cause to 

us. 

The main reason for the incidents on the road are due to the hgv’s either breaking 

down on the hill or failing to reach the top of the bank and then having to reverse up 

to a mile down hill to reach a suitable place to turn. 

The effect on our daily lives is great and grows year by year, becoming more intrusive 

as the incidents increase in number. 

One broken down lorry can close the road for a considerable time preventing residents 

from reaching shops, schools, doctors appointments etc. 

Our business has been adversely affected by the continued blockages on the road.  

We need help to restore some sort of quality of life to the residents of our village and 

ask that the TRO be put into place to go some distance towards this aim. 

I have spent much time reporting incidents to the Police in order to give a better 

representation of the amount of obstructions that occur on the road during the times 

that I am there to witness these incidents. 

 

Regards  

JE Dickinson  

Lady A Saye 


